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ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰѷ ҬҾ ӂҰҷҷ ҬҾ ҬҽҺӀҹү ѻѹѿҸҸ Ҭҹү ѼѹѾҸҸ ҬҷҺҹҲ ҿҳҰ ӃѸҬӃҴҾ Ҭҹү ҿҳҰ
ӄѸҬӃҴҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ ҽҰҾһҰҮҿҴӁҰҷӄѹ Ҕҹ ҮҺҹҿҽҬҾҿѷ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹҾ
һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҾҳҺӂ һҽҬҮҿҴҮҬҷҷӄ ҹҺ һҰҽҿӀҽҭҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҵҹ ҿҰҽҸҾ Һұ ҽҬүҴҬҷѷ үҰҮҰҹҿҰҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү
ҬұұҴҹҴҿӄ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҽҸҾ үӀҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҰӃһҰҽҴҸҰҹҿҾѹ
A[omehZi0 ҠҌҡѷ ҙҺҹѸҸҰҿҽҴҮѷ ҎҬҸҰҽҬѷ ұҴӃҰүѸұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ җҰҹҾѷ ҎҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ
'$ ?djheZkYj_ed
Ҍ ҮҺҹҾӀҸҰҽ ҲҽҬүҰ ҰҹҿҽӄѸҷҰӁҰҷ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҳҬү ҭҰҰҹ ӀҾҰү ҰӃҿҰҹҾҴӁҰҷӄ Ҵҹ ҺӀҽ
ҽҰҮҰҹҿ ҬҰҽҴҬҷ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬһҳӄ ҮҬҸһҬҴҲҹ ӀҾҴҹҲ ҠҌҡ ҦѼҨ ұҺҽ ҺҽҿҳҺһҳҺҿҺ ҸҬһһҴҹҲ ҦѽҨ Ҭҹү
ҮҬүҬҾҿҽҬҷ ҸҬһһҴҹҲ ҦѾҨѷ ҦѿҨѹ ҟҳҰ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҴҾ Ҭ ҸҴҽҽҺҽҷҰҾҾ ҮҺҸһҬҮҿ ҿҳҬҿ ҭӀҹүҷҰү ӂҴҿҳ Ґ
қҥ ѼҁѸҀѻҸҸ ұѺѾѹҀѸҀѹҁ ҚҞҞ ӅҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸ ѳӂӂӂѹүһҽҰӁҴҰӂѹҮҺҸѴѹ ҥҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҮҺҹҾҴҾҿҾ
Һұ Ҭҹ ҬҾҾҰҸҭҷӄ Һұ ӁҬҽҴҺӀҾ ҷҰҹҾ ҰҷҰҸҰҹҿҾ ҿҺ ҬҷҷҺӂ ұҺҽ Ҭ ҽҬҹҲҰ Һұ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳҾ ҿҳҬҿ ҰҹҬҭҷҰҾ
Ҭ ӁҬҽӄҴҹҲ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҿҺ ҭҰ һҽҺүӀҮҰү ұҽҺҸ Ҭ ҾҴҹҲҷҰ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸ ӂҳҴҮҳ һҰҽҸҴҿҾ ҮҺҹҾҿҬҹҿ
>em je Y_j[ j^_i Whj_Yb[҅ ҘҬҽҿҴҹӀҾ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴѷ ҞҴҷӁҰҾҿҰҽ Ҟѹ ҞҬҴѷ Ҭҹү ґҺӀҽҽӄ ғҬҹүҺҶҺѷ ѳѽѻѼ҄Ѵѷ ҫҫҌҾҾҰҾҾҴҹҲ Ҭ ѾҀҸҸ ґҴӃҰүѸҗҰҹҾ ҞҺҹӄ ҌҷһҳҬѸҀѼѻѻ ҔҹҿҽҴҹҾҴҮ
қҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ қҽҴҺҽ ҿҺѷ ҏӀҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү қҺҾҿ ҠҌҡ ґҷҴҲҳҿ ҘҴҾҾҴҺҹѲѲ Ҵҹ J^[ 'ij ?dj[hdWj_edWb 9ed\[h[dY[ ed =[eZ[io" =[ecWj_Yi" WdZ BWdZ 7Zc_d_ijhWj_ed





ҝҰҮҰҴӁҰү҅ ѽ ҌӀҲӀҾҿ ѽѻѼ҄
ҌҮҮҰһҿҰү҅ ѽҀ ҙҺӁҰҸҭҰҽ ѽѻѼ҄
қӀҭҷҴҾҳҰү҅ ѽҁ ҏҰҮҰҸҭҰҽ ѽѻѼ҄
FkXb_i^_d] i[hl_Y[i fhel_Z[Z Xo
Ademb[Z][ ;
ҘҬҽҿҴҹӀҾ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴ Ұҿ Ҭҷѹ ҟҳҴҾ
ҬҽҿҴҮҷҰ ҴҾ үҴҾҿҽҴҭӀҿҰү ӀҹүҰҽ ҿҳҰ
ҿҰҽҸҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҎҽҰҬҿҴӁҰ ҎҺҸҸҺҹҾ
ҌҿҿҽҴҭӀҿҴҺҹ җҴҮҰҹҾҰѷ ӂҳҴҮҳ
һҰҽҸҴҿҾ ӀҹҽҰҾҿҽҴҮҿҰү ӀҾҰ Ҭҹү
ҽҰүҴҾҿҽҴҭӀҿҴҺҹ һҽҺӁҴүҰү ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰ
ҺҽҴҲҴҹҬҷ ҬӀҿҳҺҽ Ҭҹү ҾҺӀҽҮҰ ҬҽҰ
ҮҽҰүҴҿҰүѹ
ҞҰҷҰҮҿҴҺҹ Ҭҹү қҰҰҽѸҽҰӁҴҰӂ ӀҹүҰҽ





ұҺҮӀҾҴҹҲ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҾҬҸҰ ҽҰҷҬҿҴӁҰ ҬһҰҽҿӀҽҰ ҬҾ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҴҾ ҮҳҬҹҲҰү ҦҀҨѹ ґҺҽ ҰӃҬҸһҷҰѷ ҿҳҰ
ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҽҬҹҲҰ Һұ ѼҁѸҀѻҸҸ ӂҺӀҷү ҾһҬҹҹҰү ұҽҺҸ ҿҳҰ ҮҷҺҾҰҾҿ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ Һұ ѼҁҸҸ ҿҺ
ҿҳҰ ұӀҽҿҳҰҽ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ Һұ ҀѻҸҸѹ ҏҰҾһҴҿҰҾ Ҭҷҷ Һұ ҭҰҹҰұҴҿҾ ҺұұҰҽҰү ҭӄ ӅҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸѷ
Ҭ һҽҰҾҰҹҮҰ Һұ ҮҳҽҺҸҬҿҴҮ ҬҭҰҽҽҬҿҴҺҹҾ ҿҳҬҿ ҮҺӀҷү үҺӂҹҲҽҬүҰ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҮҴҰҾ Һұ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ
ҸҺүҰҷҾ ҦҁҨѸѸҦ҃Ҩ Ҭҹү ҺұұѸҿҳҰѸҾҰҷұ үҰҾҴҲҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ ӅҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҮҬҹҹҺҿ ҭҰ ҬҾҾӀҸҰү ҿҺ һҽҺӁҴүҰ
ҳҴҲҳ ҸҰҮҳҬҹҴҮҬҷ ҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿӄ ҦҀҨѹ ҟҳҴҾ ҽҰҬҾҺҹ ҸҺҿҴӁҬҿҰҾ ӀҾ ҿҺ ҽҰһҷҬҮҰ ҿҳҰ ӅҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸ
ҿҺ Ҭ ҹҺҹѸҬүҵӀҾҿҬҭҷҰ ҷҰҹҾ Һҽ ұҴӃҰү ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҷҰҹҾ ѳґґҗѴѹ Ҕҿ ҴҾ ӂҴүҰҷӄ ҶҹҺӂҹ ҿҳҬҿ Ҭ ұҴӃҰү
ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҷҰҹҾ ҴҾ ҷҰҾҾ ҷҴҶҰҷӄ ҿҺ һҽҺүӀҮҰ ҴҸҬҲҰҾ ӂҴҿҳ ҮҳҽҺҸҬҿҴҮ ҬҭҰҽҽҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һҹ ӂҳҴҮҳ
ҺұұҰҽҾ ҸҺҽҰ ҾӀһҰҽҴҺҽ ҺһҿҴҮҬҷ ҼӀҬҷҴҿӄ Ҧ҄Ҩѹ ғҰҹҮҰѷ Ҭ ӂҴүҰѸҬҹҲҷҰ ѾҀҸҸ ґґҗ ҴҾ ҬҿҿҬҮҳҰү ҿҺ
Ҭ ҭҺүӄ Һұ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҽҰһҷҬҮҴҹҲ ҴҿҾ ҺҽҴҲҴҹҬҷ ӅҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸѹ
ҞҴҹҮҰ ҿҳҰ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҺұұѸҿҳҰѸҾҰҷұ үҴҲҴҿҬҷ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҴҾ ҮҬҿҰҲҺҽҴӅҰү ҴҹҿҺ Ҭ ҹҺҹѸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҺҹҰѷ
Ҭ ҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿӄ һҰҽұҺҽҸҬҹҮҰ ҴҾҾӀҰ Ҵҹ ҿҰҽҸҾ Һұ ҴҹҿҽҴҹҾҴҮ Һҽ ҴҹҿҰҽҴҺҽ ҺҽҴҰҹҿҬҿҴҺҹ ѳҔҚѴ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ
ҽҬҴҾҰҾ Ҭ ҮҺҹҾҴүҰҽҬҭҷӄ ҬҿҿҰҹҿҴҺҹѷ һҬҽҿҴҮӀҷҬҽҷӄ Һҹ ӁҬҽҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ һҽҰҾӀҸҬҭҷӄ ұҴӃҰү ҷҰҹҾ
һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰ Ҭҹү һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿѲҾ һҺҾҴҿҴҺҹ ҽҰҷҬҿҴӁҰ ҿҺ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬѲҾ ҎҎҏѺҎҘҚҞ
ҾҰҹҾҺҽ ҮҬӀҾҰү ҭӄ ҿҳҰ ҰҹҲҴҹҰ Ҭҹү ҺҿҳҰҽ ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹҾ үӀҽҴҹҲ ұҷҴҲҳҿ үҬҿҬ ҬҮҼӀҴҾҴҿҴҺҹҾѹ ҟҳҴҾ
һҬһҰҽ ҴҹӁҰҾҿҴҲҬҿҰҾ ҬҸҺӀҹҿ Һұ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ґґҗ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰҾ ҿҺ ҿҳҰ һҽҰҾҮҽҴҭҰү
ҸҬҹӀұҬҮҿӀҽҰҽ ҽҰҷҰҬҾҰ ҿҳҬҿ ҴҾ ѾҀҸҸѹ ӀҿҴҷҴӅҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ӀҹүҰҽ ҮҺҹүҴҿҴҺҹҾ ӂҳҰҽҰ
ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹҾѷ ӂҴҹү һҽҰҾҾӀҽҰ Ҭҹү ҾҳҺҮҶ ҸҬӄ ҭҰ ҰӃһҰҽҴҰҹҮҰү үӀҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸһҬҴҲҹ ҴҾ
ҾӀҭҵҰҮҿ ҿҺ ҭҰ ҴҹӁҰҾҿҴҲҬҿҰүѹ ҟҴҰү Ҵҹ ӂҴҿҳ ҰҹӁҴҽҺҹҸҰҹҿҬҷ ҰӃҿҽҰҸҴҿӄ һҽҺҭҷҰҸҾ ҬҽҰ үҰҸҬҹүҰү
ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҷҰҹҾ ӀҹүҰҽҲҺҰҾ ҴҸҸҬҿҰҽҴҬҷ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾѹ ҟҳҰҽҰұҺҽҰѷ ӂҰ ҼӀҬҹҿҴұӄ
ҿҳҰ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ ҭҬҾҰү Һҹ ҿҳҽҰҰ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҿ ҰһҺҮҳҾ҅ ҭҰұҺҽҰ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѷ үӀҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ
ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾ Ҭҹү ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾ ҿҳҽҺӀҲҳ ҮҺҹүӀҮҿҴҹҲ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ Һҹ ҰҬҮҳ
ҰһҺҮҳѹ
ҟҳҰ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҳҬҾ ҹҺҿ ҭҰҰҹ ҾһҰҮҴұҴҮҬҷҷӄ ҭӀҴҷҿ ұҺҽ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽӄѹ ҟҳҰҽҰ
ҴҾ ҹҺ ҽҰҼӀҴҽҰҸҰҹҿ ұҺҽ ҿҳҰ ҸҬҹӀұҬҮҿӀҽҰҽ ҿҺ ҬҷҴҲҹ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ ҰҷҰҸҰҹҿ һҽҰҮҴҾҰҷӄѷ Һҽ ҿҺ ҷҺҮҬҿҰ
ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ Ҵҹ Ҭ һҽҰѸүҰұҴҹҰү һҺҾҴҿҴҺҹ ҽҰҷҬҿҴӁҰ ҿҺ ҿҳҰ ҎҎҏ Һҽ ҎҘҚҞ ҾҰҹҾҺҽ ҦѼѻҨѹ Ҍ ҸҰҿҽҴҮ
ҼӀҬҷҴҿӄ ҴҾҾӀҰ Һұ ҾӀҮҳ Ҭ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ үҺҸҴҹҬҿҰҾ ҸҬҴҹҷӄ ӀһҺҹ ҿҳҰ үҰҲҽҰҰ Һұ ҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿӄ Һұ ҿҳҰ
ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҦѼѼҨѷ ҿҳӀҾ Ҭҹ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҿҰ ҶҹҺӂҷҰүҲҰ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҴҾ ҹҰҮҰҾҾҬҽӄ
ҦѼѽҨѷ ҦѼѾҨ ұҺҽ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҿҰ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ һҽҺүӀҮҿҾ ҭӄ ӀҾҴҹҲ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹѹ Ҍ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ
ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҴҾ Ҭ һҽҺҮҰҾҾ Һұ үҰҿҰҽҸҴҹҴҹҲ ҴҹҿҰҽҹҬҷ ҲҰҺҸҰҿҽӄ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ Ҭҹү ҺһҿҴҮҬҷ ҮҳҬҽѸ
ҬҮҿҰҽҴҾҿҴҮҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ӂҳҴҮҳ ҸҺүҰҷҾ ҿҳҰ ҲҰҺҸҰҿҽӄ Һұ Ҭ ҮҺҸһҷҰӃ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҾӄҾҿҰҸ ҬҾ
Ҭҹ ҴүҰҬҷ һҴҹҳҺҷҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҦѼѿҨѹ ҟҳҰҽҰ ҬҽҰ ҹӀҸҰҽҺӀҾ ҹӀҸҭҰҽҾ Һұ ҷҴҿҰҽҬҿӀҽҰҾ Һҹ ҿҳҰ үҴҲҴҿҬҷ
ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҦҁҨѷ ҦѼѼҨѷ ҦѼҀҨѹ ҌҸҺҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҰӃҴҾҿҴҹҲ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҸҰҿҳҺүҾѷ Ҭҹ
ҬҹҬҷӄҿҴҮҬҷ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҮҳҹҴҼӀҰ ҦѼҁҨѷ ҦѼ҂Ҩ ҳҬӁҰ ҭҰҰҹ ҲҬҴҹҰү Ҭ һҺһӀҷҬҽҴҿӄ ҿҺ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҰ
ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬҾ Ҵҹ ҿҳҬҿ Ҵҿ һҽҺӁҴүҰҾ Ҭ ҸҰҬҹҾ ұҺҽ үҰҿҰҮҿҴҹҲ ҴҽҽҰҲӀҷҬҽҴҿҴҰҾ Ҵҹ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҂Ѿ
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
ӂҳҰҹ ҴҸһҷҰҸҰҹҿҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҺһҰҽҬҿҴҹҲ ҰҹӁҴҽҺҹҸҰҹҿ ұҺҽ ҬҰҽҴҬҷ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬһҳҴҹҲ ҦѼ҃ҨѸ
ѸҦѽѻҨѹ ҟҳҰ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҸҰҿҳҺү ҴҾ һҰҽұҺҽҸҰү ҭӄ ҸҰҬҹҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҭӀҹүҷҰ ҬүҵӀҾҿҸҰҹҿ
ҦҁҨ ӂҳҴҮҳ һҽҺӁҴүҰҾ Ҭ ҾҴҸӀҷҿҬҹҰҺӀҾ үҰҿҰҽҸҴҹҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҴҹҿҰҽҴҺҽ Ҭҹү ҰӃҿҰҽҴҺҽ ҺҽҴҰҹҿҬҿҴҺҹ
һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾѷ ҬҾ ӂҰҷҷ ҬҾ ҿҳҰ ҺҭҵҰҮҿ һҺҴҹҿ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ һҰҽұҺҽҸҰүӂҴҿҳ Һҽ ӂҴҿҳҺӀҿ Ҭ һҽҺӁҴҾҴҺҹ
Һұ ҶҹҺӂҹ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ Һұ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ҦѼѼҨѷ ҦѼѾҨѷ ҦѼҀҨѷ ҦѽѼҨѸѸҦѽѾҨѹ ғҺӂҰӁҰҽѷ ӂҳҴҷҰ ҺҭҵҰҮҿ
ҾһҬҮҰ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ Һұ ҶҹҺӂҹ Ѿҏ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ ҬҽҰ ҬӁҬҴҷҬҭҷҰѷ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҮҬҹ
ҭҰ ҽҰҮҺӁҰҽҰү ӀҾҴҹҲ ҾһҬҮҰ ҽҰҾҰҮҿҴҺҹ ҸҰҿҳҺүҾ ҦѽѿҨѸѸҦѽҁҨѷ ҽҰҷҬҿҴӁҰ ҺҽҴҰҹҿҬҿҴҺҹ ҸҰҿҳҺүҾ
Ҧѽ҂Ҩѷ Ҧѽ҃Ҩѷ Һҽ ҭӀҹүҷҰ ҬүҵӀҾҿҸҰҹҿ ӂҴҿҳ ұҴӃҰү Ѿҏ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾѹ
ҟҳҰҽҰұҺҽҰѷ ҿҳҴҾ һҬһҰҽ ҴҹӁҰҾҿҴҲҬҿҰҾ ҬҸҺӀҹҿ Һұ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ һҬҽҿҴҮѸ
ӀҷҬҽҷӄ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҰү ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҷҰҹҾ ҬҲҬҴҹҾҿ ҿҳҰ һҽҰҾҮҽҴҭҰү ґґҗ ҸҬҹӀұҬҮҿӀҽҰҽ ҹҺҸҴҹҬҷ
ӁҬҷӀҰ ұҺҽ ҿҳҰ ҰҹҿҽӄѸҷҰӁҰҷ ҮҺҹҾӀҸҰҽ ҲҽҬүҰ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҬҸҰҽҬѹ ҎҺҸһҬҽҴҾҺҹҾ ҬҽҰ ҮҺҹѸ
үӀҮҿҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҽҰҰ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҿ ҰҹӁҴҽҺҹҸҰҹҿҬҷ ҮҺҹүҴҿҴҺҹҾ҅ һҽҴҺҽ ҿҺ Ҭҹү һҺҾҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ұҷҴҲҳҿҾѷ ҬҾ
ӂҰҷҷ ҬҾ үӀҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѹ ҟҳҰ ҫҫһҽҴҺҽ ҿҺѲѲ Ҭҹү ҫҫһҺҾҿѲѲ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҮҺҸһҬҽҴҾҺҹ ҬҴҸҾ
ҿҺ ҶҹҺӂ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҷҰҹҾ ӂҳҰҹ ҹҺ ҰӃҿҰҽҹҬҷ ҴҹұҷӀҰҹҮҰҾ ҺҮҮӀҽҽҰүѹ ҟҳҰ
ҫҫүӀҽҴҹҲѲѲ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҮҺҸһҬҽҴҾҺҹ ҬҴҸҾ ҿҺ ҾҰҰҶ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ үӀҰ ҿҺ ҰҹҲҴҹҰ ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҭҹү
ҺҿҳҰҽ ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹҾ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҮҺҹҾҰҮӀҿҴӁҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾѹ ҟҳҰҹѷ ҾҺҸҰ ҮҳҬҽҬҮҿҰҽҴҾҿҴҮҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ
ґґҗ ӂҺӀҷү ҭҰ ҬҾҮҰҽҿҬҴҹҰү ҿҺҲҰҿҳҰҽ ӂҴҿҳ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ ҺұұҾҰҿ Ҭҹү ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ
ҸҺүҰҷѹ ҟҳҰ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҸҰҿҳҺү Ҭҹү ҽҰүӀҹүҬҹҿ ұҷҴҲҳҿ һҬҿҳҾ ӂҴҷҷ ҭҰ ҰҸһҷҺӄҰү Ҧѽ҄Ҩѹ




ҟҳҰ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ һҽҺҮҰүӀҽҰ үҰҾҮҽҴҭҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҴҾ һҬһҰҽ ҴҾ һҽҰҾҰҹҿҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ ұҽҬҸҰӂҺҽҶ
Һұ ҬҹҬҷӄҿҴҮҬҷ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҽҰҾҿҴҿӀҿҴҺҹ ӂҳҴҮҳ ҴҹӁҺҷӁҰҾ ҿҳҰ һҰҽҾһҰҮҿҴӁҰ ҿҽҬҹҾұҺҽҸҬҿҴҺҹ
ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҴҸҬҲҰ Ҭҹү ҺҭҵҰҮҿ ҾһҬҮҰѹ Ҕҿ һҰҽҸҴҿҾ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҬҽҰ ҽҰҮҺӁҰҽҰү ҬҹҬҷӄҿѸ
ҴҮҬҷҷӄѷ ӂҴҿҳҺӀҿ ҿҳҰ ҹҰҮҰҾҾҴҿӄ ұҺҽ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰү ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷҷҰү һҺҴҹҿҾ Ҵҹ ҺҭҵҰҮҿ ҾһҬҮҰ ҦѼҁҨѷ ҦѼ҂Ҩѹ
ҎҺҹҾҴүҰҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҴүҰҬҷҴӅҰү ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҮҺҹұҴҲӀҽҬҿҴҺҹ Ҭ ҮҺҷҷҴҹҰҬҽҴҿӄ ҰҼӀҬҿҴҺҹҾ һҽҺӁҴүҰ ҿҳҰ
ҭҬҾҴҾ ұҺҽ ҾӀҮҳ ҾҮҳҰҸҰ ҦѼҀҨ҅
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৷22 )৤ Ҥ ৤৩* , ৷23 )৥ Ҥ ৥৩* , ৷24 )০ Ҥ ০৩*
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ҐҼӀҬҿҴҺҹ ѳѼѴ үҰҾҮҽҴҭҰҾ ҿҳҰ һҰҽҾһҰҮҿҴӁҰ ҿҽҬҹҾұҺҽҸҬҿҴҺҹ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿҰү Һҽ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ
ұҽҰҰ ҴҸҬҲҰ һҺҴҹҿҾ ѳӃѲѷ ӄѲѴѷ ҺҭҵҰҮҿ ҾһҬҮҰ һҺҴҹҿ ѳңѷ Ҥѷ ҥѴѷ Ҭҹү һҰҽҾһҰҮҿҴӁҰ ҮҰҹҿҰҽ ѳң৏ ѷ Ҥ৏ ѷ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҂ѿ
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
ҥ৏ Ѵѹ ҟҳҰ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰү ҴҸҬҲҰ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ ѳӃѷ ӄѴ ҬҽҰ ҾӀҭҵҰҮҿ ҿҺ ҿҳҰ үҰһҬҽҿӀҽҰ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿҴҺҹҾѹ
ҟҳҰ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҽҸҾ ҮҺҹҾҴҾҿҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰ Y Ҭҹү
ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ ҺұұҾҰҿ ѳn1ѷ o1Ѵѷ Ҭҹү ҿҳҰ ҴҸҬҲҰ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰ һҰҽҿӀҽҭҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҽҸҾ ѳɶnѷ ɶoѴ
ӂҳҴҮҳ ҬҮҮҺӀҹҿ ұҺҽ ҿҳҰ үҰһҬҽҿӀҽҰҾ ұҽҺҸ ҮҺҷҷҴҹҰҬҽҴҿӄ ҿҳҬҿ ҬҽҴҾҰ ұҽҺҸ Ҭ ҹӀҸҭҰҽ Һұ ҾҺӀҽҮҰҾѹ
ҟҳҰҽҰ ҬҽҰ ҿҳҽҰҰ ҸҬҴҹ ҾҺӀҽҮҰҾ Һұ һҳӄҾҴҮҬҷҷӄ ҴҹҿҰҽһҽҰҿҬҭҷҰ үҰһҬҽҿӀҽҰҾ ұҽҺҸ ҮҺҷҷҴҹҰҬҽҴҿӄ
ҦѼҀҨ ҾӀҮҳ ҬҾ ҾӄҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҽҬүҴҬҷ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹѷ үҰҮҰҹҿҽҴҹҲ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹѷ Ҭҹү ҬұұҴҹҴҿӄ Һҽ ҴҹѸһҷҬҹҰ
ҴҸҬҲҰ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹѹ ҐҽҽҺҽ ҭӀүҲҰҿҾ Һұ Ҭ үҴҾһҷҬҮҰү һҺҴҹҿ Һҹ ҴҸҬҲҰ ӂҴҷҷ ҭҰ Ҭ ҮӀҸӀҷҬҿҴӁҰ
ҮҺҹҿҽҴҭӀҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҰҬҮҳ һҰҽҿӀҽҭҬҿҴҺҹ ҦѼѼҨѹ ҝҬүҴҬҷ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ҴҾ Ҭ ҽҬүҴҬҷ үҴҾһҷҬҮҰҸҰҹҿ ҺҮҮӀҽҽҰү
Һҹ Ҭҹ ҴҸҬҲҰү һҺҴҹҿ ұҽҺҸ ҴҿҾ ҿҳҰҺҽҰҿҴҮҬҷҷӄ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿ һҺҾҴҿҴҺҹ ҦѼѽҨѷ ҦѼѾҨѹ ҟҳҴҾ ҮҬҹ ҭҰ ҰӃһҽҰҾҾҰү
ҭӄ҅
ɶ৷ > ৗ2৷4 , ৗ3৷6 , ৗ4৷8 ,Τ ѳѾѴ
৷ >෋ඳ৽ Ҥ ৽1ප
3 , ඳ৾ Ҥ ৾1ප
3 ѳѿѴ
җҰҿ ҽ ҭҰ ҿҳҰ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰү ҴҸҬҲҰ һҺҴҹҿ ұҽҺҸ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ ѳҴѹҰѹ ҴҸҬҲҰ
ҽҬүҴӀҾѴѷ ҿҳҰ ҽҬүҴҬҷ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ɶҽ ҴҾ ҿҳҰ ҽҬүҴҬҷ үҴҾһҷҬҮҰҸҰҹҿ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿҳҰ ҬҮҿӀҬҷ Ҭҹү ҿҳҰ
ҴүҰҬҷ ҷҺҮҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҴҸҬҲҰ һҺҴҹҿѷ ҿҳҰ ҖҾ ҮҺҰұұҴҮҴҰҹҿҾ үҰұҴҹҰ ҿҳҰ ҾҳҬһҰ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҮӀҽӁҰѹ









- ɶ৽৷১৪ > ৤າ
ɶ৷
৷




ҏҰҮҰҹҿҽҴҹҲ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ҴҾ үӀҰ ҿҺ ҴҸһҰҽұҰҮҿ ҮҰҹҿҰҽҴҹҲ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ ҮҺҸһҺҹҰҹҿҾ Ҭҹү ҸҴҾѸ
ҬҷҴҲҹҸҰҹҿ Һұ ҴҹүҴӁҴүӀҬҷ ҷҰҹҾ ҰҷҰҸҰҹҿ Ҵҹ ҮҺҸһҺӀҹү ҷҰҹҾҰҾѹ ҟҳҰ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ҴҾ ҬҾӄҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ
ӂҴҿҳ ҽҰҾһҰҮҿ ҿҺ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ Ҭҹү Ҵҿ ҮҬҹ ҭҰ ҮҺҸһҰҹҾҬҿҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ ӃѸӄ үҴҽҰҮҿҴҺҹҾ ҭӄ
ҿҳҰ ұҺҷҷҺӂҴҹҲ ұӀҹҮҿҴҺҹҾ ҦѼҀҨ҅
ɶ৽৪৫৩ > ড়2 ෷৷
3 , 3৽າ3෸ , 3ড়3৽
າ৾າ- ɶ৾৪৫৩ > ড়3 ෷৷
3 , 3৾າ3෸ , 3ড়2৽
າ৾າ ѳҁѴ
ɶӃ৪৫৩ Ҭҹү ɶӄ৪৫৩ ҬҽҰ үҰҮҰҹҿҽҴҹҲ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿҴҺҹҾѷ Ҭҹү қ2ѷ қ3 ҬҽҰ үҰҮҰҹҿҽҴҹҲ
һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾѹ ҌүүҴҿҴҺҹҬҷ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹѷ ҬұұҴҹҴҿӄ Ҭҹү ҾҳҰҬҽ үҰҾҮҽҴҭҰ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҵҹ ҿҰҽҸҾ Һұ
ҺҽҿҳҺҲҺҹҬҷҴҿӄ Ҭҹү ӀҹҴұҺҽҸ ҾҮҬҷҰ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰ ҬӃҰҾѹ Ҍҹ ҬһһҽҺһҽҴҬҿҰ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿҴҺҹ ҮҬҹ
ҭҰ ҬһһҷҴҰү Ҵҹ ӃѸӄ үҴҽҰҮҿҴҺҹ ҭӄ ҿҳҰ ұҺҷҷҺӂҴҹҲ ұӀҹҮҿҴҺҹ ҦѼҀҨ҅
ɶ৽১৬৬ > ২2৤າ , ২3৾າ- ɶ৾১৬৬ > 1 ѳ҂Ѵ
ҟӂҺ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ Һұ ҭѼ Ҭҹү ҭѽ ҬҮҮҺӀҹҿ ұҺҽ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҿҴҬҷ ҾҮҬҷҴҹҲ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿҳҰ ҳҺҽҴӅҺҹҿҬҷ
Ҭҹү ӁҰҽҿҴҮҬҷ һҴӃҰҷ ҾһҬҮҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҸҺүҰҷ ҹҺҹѸҺҽҿҳҺҲҺҹҬҷҴҿӄ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿҳҰ ӃѸӄ ҬӃҰҾѹ ҟҳҰ
ҴҹүҴӁҴүӀҬҷ ҿҰҽҸҾ Һұ ѳѿѴ ѸѸ ѳҁѴ ӀҾҰү ҿҺ ҸҺүҰҷ Ҭ ҿҺҿҬҷ һҰҽҿӀҽҭҬҿҴҺҹ Һҹ ҴҸҬҲҰ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰ ҦѼҀҨ҅
ɶ৽ > ɶ৽৷১৪ , ɶ৽৪৫৩ , ɶ৽১৬৬ - ɶ৾ > ɶ৾৷১৪ , ɶ৾৪৫৩ , ɶ৾১৬৬ ѳ҃Ѵ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҂Ҁ
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
ҟҳҰ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿҴҺҹ ҸҺүҰҷ үҰҾҮҽҴҭҰү Ҵҹ ѳѼѴ ҴҾ ҭҬҾҰү Һҹ ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰ ҬҾҾӀҸһҿҴҺҹ ҿҳҰ ҮҺҽҽҰҮҿҴҺҹҾ
ҬҽҰ ҮҬҷҮӀҷҬҿҰү ҭӄ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҹҲ ҭӀҹүҷҰ ҬүҵӀҾҿҸҰҹҿѹ Ҕҹ ҿҳҰ ҮҺҷҷҴҹҰҬҽҴҿӄ ҸҺүҰҷ ѳѼѴѷ Ҭҹ
ҬҾҾҺҮҴҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ һҺҴҹҿҾ Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ ҺҭҵҰҮҿ ҾһҬҮҰ Ҭҹү ҴҸҬҲҰ ҾһҬҮҰ ҬҽҰ үҰҿҰҽҸҴҹҰүѷ ҿҳҰҹ ҿҳҰ
һҰҽҿӀҽҭҰү үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹҾ ҬҽҰ ҬүүҰү ҿҺ ҿҳҰ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰү ҴҸҬҲҰ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾѹ
($($ 9Wc[hW B[di 9^WhWYj[h_ij_Yi
ҟҳҴҾ һҽҺҵҰҮҿ ӀҾҰҾ ҰҹҿҽӄѸҷҰӁҰҷ ҮҺҹҾӀҸҰҽ ҲҽҬүҰ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҰҼӀҴһһҰү ӂҴҿҳ Ҭҹ
ҴҹҿҰҽҮҳҬҹҲҰҬҭҷҰ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸѷ Ҭ ӂҴүҰѸҬҹҲҷҰ ѾҀҸҸ ґґҗ ҬҿҿҬҮҳҰү ҿҺ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҭҺүӄѹ





(a) (b) (c) 
<_]kh[ Ѽ҅ Ҍ ҸҴҽҽҺҽҷҰҾҾ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҺҸһҬҮҿ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ѳmmm$Zfh[l_[m$YecѴ҅ ѳҬѴѹ ҭӀҹүҷҰү ӂҴҿҳ Ґ қҥ ѼҁѸҀѻҸҸ
ұѺѾѹҀѸҀѹҁ ҚҞҞ ӅҺҺҸ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸѷ ѳҭѴѹ ҎҬҸҰҽҬ ҭҺүӄ ӂҴҿҳ ҴҿҾ ҐѸҸҺӀҹҿ ҷҰҹҾ ҾӄҾҿҰҸѷ ѳҮѴѹ ҔҹҿҰҽҮҳҬҹҲҰҬҭҷҰ ґґҗ
ҞҺҹӄ ґҐ ѾҀҸҸ ґѽѹ҃ ҥҌ ҎҬҽҷ ҥҰҴҾҾ ҟ җҰҹҾѹ
ҟ˒˓˝˖ Ѽ҅ ҘҬҴҹ ҾһҰҮҴұҴҮҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҸҴҽҽҺҽҷҰҾҾ ҞҺҹӄ ҬҀѼѻѻ ҮҺҸһҬҮҿ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ Ҭҹү ҿҳҰ ҽҰһҷҬҮҰҬҭҷҰ ґґҗ ҷҰҹҾѹ
Iedo Wbf^W W+'&& Iedo <; )+cc <($. P7 9Whb P[_ii J B[di
CW_d If[Y_\_YWj_edi CW_d If[Y_\_YWj_edi
ҘҬӃ ҽҰҾҺҷӀҿҴҺҹ ҁѻѻѻ Ӄ ѿѻѻѻ җҰҹҾ ҿӄһҰ қҽҴҸҰ ҷҰҹҾ
ҔҸҬҲҰ ҽҬҿҴҺ ӂ҅ҳ Ѿ҅ѽѷ Ѽҁ҅҄ ґҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ѾҀ ҸҸ
ҐұұҰҮҿҴӁҰ һҴӃҰҷҾ ѽѿ ҸҰҲҬһҴӃҰҷҾ җҰҹҾ ҸҺӀҹҿ ҞҺҹӄ ґҐ
ҞҰҹҾҺҽ ҾҴӅҰ ҌқҞѸҎ ѳѽѾѹҀ Ӄ ѼҀѹҁ ҸҸѴ ҌһҰҽҿӀҽҰ ґѽѹ҃ Ѹ ґѽѽ
ҞҰҹҾҺҽ ҿӄһҰ ҎҘҚҞ ҘҴҹҴҸӀҸ ұҺҮӀҾ ѻѹѾҀ Ҹ ѳѼѾѹ҂຺҃Ѵ






ҘҬҹӀҬҷ ұҺҮӀҾ ҤҰҾ ҢҰҴҲҳҿѴ Ѽѽѻ Ҳ ѳѻѹѽҁ ҷҭ
ґҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҸӀҷҿҴһҷҴҰҽ ѼѹҀ· ҏҴҬҸҰҿҰҽ ҁѽ ҸҸ ѳѽѹѿѿ຺Ѵ
ҘҬӃ ҾҳӀҿҿҰҽ ҾһҰҰү ѼѺѿѻѻѻ ҾҰҮ җҰҹҲҿҳ Ѿ҂ ҸҸ ѳѼѹѿҁ຺Ѵ
ҢҰҴҲҳҿ ѳҴҹҮѹ ҭҬҿҿҰҽҴҰҾѴ ѽ҃Ѿ Ҳ ѳѻѹҁѽ ҷҭ Ѻ ҄ѹ҄҃
ҺӅѴ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҂ҁ
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
($)$ <_[bZ C[Wikh[c[dj WdZ 7[h_Wb F^eje]hWf^o
ҟҳҴҾ ҽҰҾҰҬҽҮҳ ҴҾ Ҭ һҬҽҿ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҬҰҽҴҬҷ ҸҬһһҴҹҲ һҽҺҵҰҮҿ ӀҾҴҹҲ ҠҌҡ ҿҺ ҸҬһ җҺӂҺҶӂҬҽӀ
үҴҾҿҽҴҮҿ Ҵҹ ҘҬҷҬҹҲ ҎҴҿӄ ӂҴҿҳ ҴҿҾ ҬҽҰҬ ҾһҬҹҹҰү ҬҽҺӀҹү ҀѻѻѻғҬѹ ґҺҽ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ
һӀҽһҺҾҰҾѷ ҿӂҺ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ ұҴҰҷүҾ ҬҽҰ һҽҺӁҴүҰү ҿҺ ҬҾҾҰҾҾ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ ҮҳҬҽҬҮҿҰҽҴҾҿҴҮҾѹ ҟҳҰ
ұҴҽҾҿ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ ұҴҰҷү ҮҺҹҿҬҴҹҾ Ҭҹ ҬҽҽҬӄ ҬҽҺӀҹү ҁѻ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ѳґҴҲѹѽҬѴ ҷҬҴү ҺӀҿ ҽҰҲѸ
ӀҷҬҽҷӄ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ұҷҬҿ ұҬԫҬүҰ Һұ Ҭ ҭӀҴҷүҴҹҲ ӂҳҴҮҳ ҳҬҾ ҾҸҬҷҷ үҰһҿҳ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҮҰҾ Һұ ҬһһҽҺӃҴҸҬҿҰҷӄ
ѽѻҮҸѹ ҟҳҴҾ ҿҰҾҿ ұҴҰҷү ҴҾ ӀҾҰү ҿҺ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҰ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҵӀҾҿ ҭҰұҺҽҰ ҮҺҹүӀҮҿҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ
ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ Ҭҹү ҵӀҾҿ ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҴҾ үҺҹҰѹ ҍӀҿ ҿҳҰ ҾҰҮҺҹү ҺҹҰ ҳҬҾ ҬҭҺӀҿ Ҁѻ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ
һҺҴҹҿҾ ҺӁҰҽ ҀѻҸ ҰҷҰӁҬҿҴҺҹ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҮҰҾ ҷҺҮҬҿҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ һҽҺҵҰҮҿ ҬҽҰҬ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҸҺҽҰ ҽӀҲҲҰүѷ
ӀҹүӀҷҬҿҰү ҿҰҽҽҬҴҹѹ ҟҳҰ ҾҰҮҺҹү ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ ұҴҰҷү ҮҺҹҾҿҴҿӀҿҰҾ ҬһһҽҺӃҴҸҬҿҰҷӄ ѽѻ һҰҽ
ҮҰҹҿ Һұ ҬӁҰҽҬҲҰ ұҷӄҴҹҲ ҳҰҴҲҳҿ ҬҭҺӁҰ ҿҰҽҽҬҴҹ ӂҳҴҮҳ ҴҾ ҿҳҰ ҭҰҾҿ ҮҳҺҴҮҰ ұҺҽ ҮҺҹүӀҮҿҴҹҲ
ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ Ҧѽ҄Ҩ ѳґҴҲѹѽҭѴѹ ҟҳҰҾҰ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ ҬҽҰ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰү
ӀҾҴҹҲ ҒқҞѸҝҟҖ ҿҺ Ҭҹ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҮӄ Һұ ҬҭҺӀҿ ѼҮҸ ѳґҴҲѹѽҭѷ ґҴҲѹѽҮѷ ґҴҲѹѾҬ Ҭҹү ґҴҲѹѾҭѴѹ Ҍ һӀҽһҺҾҰ
Һұ ҲҴӁҴҹҲ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ Ѿҏ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ ҴҾ ҿҺ һҽҺӁҴүҰ Ҭ ҸҺҽҰ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷҷҬҭҷҰ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ
ҬҽҰҬ ҬҾ Ҭ ҭҰҹҮҳҸҬҽҶѹ ҟҳҰ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ѳґҴҲѹѽѴ ҬҽҰ ҸҬүҰ Ӏһ ұҽҺҸ Ҭ ҽҰҿҽҺ ҿҬҽҲҰҿ ҿҳҬҿ Һұ
Ҭ ӂҳҴҿҰ ҮҺҹҮҰҹҿҽҴҮ ҽҴҹҲ ҾӀҽҽҺӀҹүҰү ӂҴҿҳ үҬҽҶ ҭҬҮҶҲҽҺӀҹү ҦѾѻҨ ҿҺ ұҬҮҴҷҴҿҬҿҰ Ҭ һҺҾҾҴҭҷҰ
ҳҴҲҳҰҾҿ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҮӄ Һұ ҴҸҬҲҰ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰҸҰҹҿҾ Һұ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ Һҹ ҴҸҬҲҰҾѹ
  
 
(a) (b) (c) 
<_]kh[ ѽ҅ ѳҬѴѹ ҎҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ ұҴҰҷү Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҭӀҴҷүҴҹҲ ұҬԫҬүҰѷ ѳҭѴѹ ҎҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ ұҴҰҷү Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҾҷҬҹҿҰү Ҭҹү ҽӀҲҲҰү
ҿҺһҺҲҽҬһҳӄѷ ѳҮѴѹ ҝҰҿҽҺ ҿҬҽҲҰҿҾ ӀҾҰү ҬҾ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾѹ
Ҕҹ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾ ұҺҽ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬһҳҴҹҲ һӀҽһҺҾҰҾѷ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҴҾ ҸҺӀҹҿҰү ҿҺ Ҭ ұҴӃҰү
ӂҴҹҲҠҌҡѷ Ҭҹү ҺҹҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҮҺӁҰҽҾ Ҭҹ ҬҽҰҬ Һұ ҬҭҺӀҿ ѾѻѻғҬ ұҺҽ Ҭ ұҷӄҴҹҲ ҳҰҴҲҳҿ ҬҭҺӁҰ
ҿҳҰ ҲҽҺӀҹү Һұ ѽҀѻҸѹ ҟҺһҺҲҽҬһҳҴҮ ӁҬҽҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҬҽҰҬ ҬҽҰ ҾһҬҹҹҴҹҲ ұҽҺҸ ұҷҬҿ ҲҽҺӀҹү
ҿҺ ҸҺүҰҽҬҿҰҷӄ ӀҹүӀҷҬҿҰү ҿҰҽҽҬҴҹѹ Ҕҹ ҰӁҰҽӄ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѷ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҴҾ һҺҾҴҿҴҺҹҰү ӂҴҿҳ
ҹҬүҴҽ ӁҴҰӂ ҷҺҺҶҴҹҲѹ ґҷҴҲҳҿ һҷҬҹҾ ҬҽҰ ҾҰҿӀһ ҿҺ ҳҬӁҰ Ҭҹ ҬһһҽҺӃҴҸҬҿҰҷӄ ҃ҀѰ ұҺҽӂҬҽү ҺӁҰҽҷҬһ
Ҭҹү ҬҽҺӀҹү ҁѻѰ ҾҴүҰ ҷҬһѹ ҢҳҰҹ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҮҺӁҰҽҾ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҬҽҰҬ ѳґҴҲѹѽҭѴѷ
ҿҳҰ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҴҾ ҽҰһҰҬҿҰү ҺҹҮҰ ҬҲҬҴҹ ұҺҽ ҮҽҺҾҾҴҹҲ һҽҰӁҴҺӀҾ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҮҺӀҽҾҰҾѹ ҍӀҿ ҿҳҴҾ ҿҴҸҰ ҿҳҰ
ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҴҾ һҺҾҴҿҴҺҹҰү ҿҺ Ҭ ҳҬӁҰ Ҭ ҿҴҷҿ Һұ ҬҽҺӀҹү Ѿѻ үҰҲҽҰҰҾ Һұұ ҿҳҰ ҹҬүҴҽ ӁҴҰӂѹ Ҍ ҾҿҽҬҿҰҲӄ





<_]kh[ Ѿ҅ ҒқҞѸҝҟҖ ҸҰҬҾӀҽҰҸҰҹҿҾ Һҹ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ҅ ѳҬѴѹ ҒқҞ ҭҬҾҰ ҾҿҬҿҴҺҹѷ ѳҭѴѹ ҒқҞ ҽҺӁҰҽ ҺҭҾҰҽӁҴҹҲ ҮҺҹҿҽҺҷ
һҺҴҹҿҾѹ
Һұ ҳҬӁҴҹҲ ҽҰүӀҹүҬҹҿ ҮҽҺҾҾ ұҷҴҲҳҿ һҷҬҹ Ҭҹү ӀҾҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҿҴҷҿҰү ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҬҮҮҺҸҸҺүҬҿҰҾ ҿҳҰ
ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҽҰҼӀҴҽҰҸҰҹҿ ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰ ҰӃһҺҾӀҽҰ ҹҰҿӂҺҽҶҾ ҾҳҺӀҷү ҭҰ ҮҺҹӁҰҽҲҰҹҿѹ
)$ H[ikbji WdZ :_iYkii_ed
ҙҺӂ Ҭ ҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿӄ Һұ ҿҳҰ ґґҗ ҷҰҹҾѷ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ҺұұҾҰҿѷ Ҭҹү ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ
ӂҴҷҷ ҭҰ ҬҾҮҰҽҿҬҴҹҰү ӀҾҴҹҲ ҿҳҽҰҰ ҴҸҬҲҰ үҬҿҬ ҾҰҿҾ҅ ҴҸҬҲҰҾ ҿҬҶҰҹ һҽҴҺҽ ҿҺѷ үӀҽҴҹҲ Ҭҹү һҺҾҿ
ҠҌҡ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѹ ҍҰұҺҽҰ ҾҿҬҽҿҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ұҴҽҾҿ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ӂҬҾ
ҮҺҹүӀҮҿҰү ҭӄ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬһҳҴҹҲ ҽҰҿҽҺ ҿҬҽҲҰҿҾ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҭӀҴҷүҴҹҲ ұҬԫҬүҰ ѳґҴҲѹѽҬѴѹ ҏӀҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ
ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾѷ ҮҺҸҭҴҹҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ӁҰҽҿҴҮҬҷ Ҭҹү ҺҭҷҴҼӀҰ ҴҸҬҲҰҾ ҬҽҰ ҮҺҷҷҰҮҿҰү ұҺҽ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ
ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ӂҳҰҹ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ұҷҴҰү ҬҮҽҺҾҾ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҿҰҾҿ ҷҺҮҬҿҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ һҽҺҵҰҮҿ ҬҽҰҬ
ѳґҴҲѹѽҭѴѹ ґҴҹҬҷҷӄѷ ҬұҿҰҽ ұҴҹҴҾҳҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҷҬҾҿ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѷ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ӂҬҾ
һҰҽұҺҽҸҰү ҬҲҬҴҹ ҭӄ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬһҳҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҽҰҿҽҺ ҿҬҽҲҰҿ ҬҽҽҬӄ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҭӀҴҷүҴҹҲ ұҬԫҬүҰѹ ҟҳҰҾҰ
ҴҸҬҲҰ үҬҿҬ ҾҰҿҾ ҬҽҰ һҽҺҮҰҾҾҰү ӀҾҴҹҲ Ҭ ұҽҰҰ ҿҽҴҬҷ ӁҰҽҾҴҺҹ Һұ һҽҺһҽҴҰҿҬҽӄ һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ
ҾҺұҿӂҬҽҰѹ ҝҰҾӀҷҿҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ Ҭҹү ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҬҽҰ ҴҷҷӀҾҿҽҬҿҰү Ҵҹ ҟҬҭҷҰ ѽ ҿҺ
ҟҬҭҷҰ Ѿѷ ҬҾ ӂҰҷҷ ҬҾ Ҵҹ ґҴҲѹѿ ҿҺ ґҴҲѹҁѹ
ҟ˒˓˝˖ ѽ҅ ҎҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҰү ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ Ҭҹү һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿҾѹ







Ү ѳҸҸѴ Ѿѿѹ҂ѿ҄Ҁ ѽѹѽҁҐѸѻѼ ѾҀѹҁҁѼ ҁѹѿҁҐѸѻѼ ѾҀѹѾѿҀѿ ѽѹ҄ҀҐѸѻѼ
Ӄ1ѳҸҸѴ ѸѻѹѼѽѾѾ ѼѹѽѿҐѸѻѼ ѻѹѽҁ҃ѿ ѾѹҀѼҐѸѻѼ ѻѹѼѿѻѿ Ѽѹ҄ѻҐѸѻѼ
ӄ1ѳҸҸѴ ѸѻѹѾ҂Ҁҁ ѼѹѽҁҐѸѻѼ ѸѼѹҀҀ҄Ҁ ѾѹѿѿҐѸѻѼ ѸѻѹѽҁҀѾ ѽѹѻѿҐѸѻѼ
ҟҬҭҷҰ ѽ үҰһҴҮҿҾ ҿҳҰ ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҽҰҾӀҷҿҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ Ҵҹ ҿҳҽҰҰ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҿ
ҰһҺҮҳҾѹ ҟҺ ҼӀҬҹҿҴұӄ ҬҸҺӀҹҿ Һұ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿҳҰ һҽҰҾҮҽҴҭҰү ҸҬҹӀұҬҮҿӀҽҰҽ ҽҰҷҰҬҾҰ
ѳҰѹҲѹ ѾҀҸҸѴ Ҭҹү ҿҳҰ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҽҰҾӀҷҿҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ һҽҰҾӀҸҬҭҷӄ ұҴӃҰү ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҷҰҹҾ Ҭҿ ҰҬҮҳ






<_]kh[ ѿ҅ ҟҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ұҷӀҮҿӀҬҿҴҺҹҾ һҽҴҺҽ ҿҺѷ үӀҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ҅ ѳҬѴѹ ұҴӃҰү ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ
ҷҰҹҾ ҴҹҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿҴҰҾѷ ѳҭѴѹ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ҴҹҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿҴҰҾѹ
ҰһҺҮҳ ҬҽҰ ҮҺҸһҬҽҰүѹ ҟҳҰ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ үҴҾҮҽҰһҬҹҮҴҰҾ Һұ ҬҭҺӀҿ ѻѹѽҀҸҸѷ ѻѹҁҁҸҸѷ Ҭҹү
ѻѹѾѿҸҸ ѳґҴҲѹѿҬѴ Һҹ ҰҬҮҳ ҰһҺҮҳ ҾҳҺӂ ҿҳҬҿ ҴҹҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿҴҰҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ґґҗ җҰҹҾ ҾҿҴҷҷ ҺҮҮӀҽҽҰүѹ ҟҳҴҾ
ҴҹүҴҮҬҿҰҾ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ ҴҾ ҹҺҿ ҽҰҾҴҾҿҬҹҿ ҬҲҬҴҹҾҿ ҿҳҰ ҽҬһҴүҷӄ ҮҳҬҹҲҴҹҲ ҰҹӁҴҽҺҹҸҰҹҿҬҷ ҮҺҹүҴҿҴҺҹҾѹ
ґӀҽҿҳҰҽҸҺҽҰѷ ҿҳҰ ҴҹҾҿҬҭҴҷҴҿҴҰҾ ҬҽҰ ҬҷҾҺ ҳҬһһҰҹҰү ҿҺ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ҺұұҾҰҿ ѳҟҬҭҷҰ ѽ
Ҭҹү ґҴҲѹѿҭѴѹ Ҕұ ӁҬҽӄҴҹҲ үҴҾҮҽҰһҬҹҮҴҰҾ ҬҽҰ ҮҺҹҿҽҬҾҿҰү ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿӂҺ ҰһҺҮҳҾ ѳґҴҲѹѿҭѴѷ Ҵҿ ҴҾ
ҾҳҺӂҹ ҿҳҬҿ ҷҬҽҲҰ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ ҺҮҮӀҽҽҰү ӂҳҰҹ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҴҾ ҴҹұҷӀҰҹҮҰү ҭӄ ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ
һҷҬҿұҺҽҸ ѳҴѹҰѹ ҾҰҰ ҰһҺҮҳ Һұ ҫҫүӀҽҴҹҲ ӁҾ ҭҰұҺҽҰѲѲ Ҭҹү ҫҫҬұҿҰҽ ӁҾ үӀҽҴҹҲѲѲѴ ҿҺ һҰҬҶ Ҭҿ ҬҽҺӀҹү
ѼѹѽҸҸѹ Ҕҹ ҮҺҹҿҽҬҾҿѷ Ҭ ҾҸҬҷҷ ҬҸҺӀҹҿ Һұ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ҬҭҺӀҿ ѻѹѽҸҸ ѳҴѹҰѹ ҾҰҰ ҰһҺҮҳ Һұ
ҫҫҬұҿҰҽ ӁҾ ҭҰұҺҽҰѲѲѴ ҴҾ ҺҮҮӀҽҽҰү ӂҳҰҹ ҿҳҰ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ҴҾ ҹҺҿ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѹ ҟҳҰҽҰұҺҽҰѷ ҿҳҴҾ
ұҬҮҿ һҽҺҺұҾ ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰ ҔҚ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҬҽҰ ҹҺҿ ҾҿҬҭҷҰ ұҺҽ ҿҳҰ ґґҗ җҰҹҾѹ
ґҺҽ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾѷ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҺҿҳҰҽ ҳҬҹүѷ ҴҸҸҬҿҰҽҴҬҷ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҮҰҾ ҬҽҰ
ҰӃһҰҽҴҰҹҮҰү Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ ҿҳҽҰҰ ҰһҺҮҳҾ ѳҟҬҭҷҰ Ѿ Ҭҹү ґҴҲѹҀѴѹ ҟҳҰ ҽҬүҴҬҷ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ Ҭҹү үҰҮҰҹѸ
ҿҽҴҹҲ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҬҽҰ ҽҰҷҬҿҴӁҰҷӄ ҾҿҬҭҷҰѷ ҭӀҿ ҿҳҰ ҬұұҴҹҴҿӄ Ҭҹү ҾҳҰҬҽ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ
һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҰӃһҰҽҴҰҹҮҰ ӁҰҽӄ ҾҷҴҲҳҿ ұҷӀҮҿӀҬҿҴҺҹҾѹ ҌҲҬҴҹѷ үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һҹ ҿҳҰ ҽҬүҴҬҷ Ҭҹү
үҰҮҰҹҿҽҴҹҲ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿӂҺ ҰһҺҮҳҾ ҬҽҰ ҴҹҾҴҲҹҴұҴҮҬҹҿ ѳґҴҲѹҁѴѷ ҭӀҿ ҿҳҰ
ҬұұҴҹҴҿӄ Ҭҹү ҾҳҰҬҽ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҾҳҺӂ Ҭ ҽҬҿҳҰҽ ҰҽҽҬҿҴҮ Ҵҹ ұҷӀҮҿӀҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҭҹү үҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾѹ ҟҳҴҾ
ұҴҹүҴҹҲ ҾҳҺӂҾ ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ ґґҗ җҰҹҾ ҴҾ ҸҺҽҰ ҽҰҾҴҾҿҬҹҿ
ҬҲҬҴҹҾҿ ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҭҹү ҺҿҳҰҽ ҰӃҿҰҽҹҬҷ ҰҹӁҴҽҺҹҸҰҹҿҬҷ ҮҺҹүҴҿҴҺҹҾѹ
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Ҕҹ ҾӀҸҸҬҽӄѷ ҿҳҰ ҸҬҹӀұҬҮҿӀҽҰҽ ҽҰҷҰҬҾҰ Һұ ҿҳҰ ұҴӃҰү ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ ҞҺҹӄ ґҐ ѾҀҸҸ ґѽѹ҃
ҥҌ ҎҬҽҷ ҥҰҴҾҾ ҟ җҰҹҾ ҸӀҾҿ ҭҰ ҮҬҽҰұӀҷҷӄ ҬҹҿҴҮҴһҬҿҰү ӂҳҰҹ ҴҹҮҺҽһҺҽҬҿҰү Ҵҿ Ҵҹ ҿҳҰ һҳҺѸ
ҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҠҌҡ һҽҺҵҰҮҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѹ ҟҳҰ ҷҰҹҾѲ ұҺҮҬҷ ҷҰҹҲҿҳ Ҭҹү һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿҾ ҬҽҰ ҹҺҿ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҂҄
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
ҟ˒˓˝˖ Ѿ҅ ҎҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҰү ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ҸҺүҰҷ һҽҴҺҽ ҿҺѷ үӀҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹѹ
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Җ2 ѸѾѹѾ҂ҐѸѻҀ ѿѹҁѼҐѸѻҀ ѼѹѽҀҐѸѻѿ ѽѹѾѾҐѸѻҀ Ѹ҂ѹҁ҃ҐѸѻҀ ҂ѹ҄ѿҐѸѻҀ
Җ3 Ѿѹ҄ѼҐѸѻ҂ ҄ѹ҄҃ҐѸѻ҂ ѸѼѹѾѻҐѸѻҁ ѽѹ҂҂ҐѸѻ҂ ѼѹҀѾҐѸѻҁ Ѽѹ҃ѾҐѸѻҁ
Җ4 ҄ѹ҄҂ҐѸѼѻ ҂ѹѾѽҐѸѻ҄ ѿѹҁҀҐѸѻ҄ ѼѹѻѾҐѸѻ҄ Ѹ҂ѹѾ҂ҐѸѻ҄ ѼѹѿѻҐѸѻ҃
қ2 ѸѽѹҁѼҐѸѻҀ ѿѹѻҁҐѸѻҀ Ѹ҄ѹҁѼҐѸѻҀ ѿѹҀ҄ҐѸѻҀ Ѹ҂ѹ҃ѽҐѸѻҀ ҁѹѽҁҐѸѻҀ
қ3 ѽѹѿѻҐѸѻҀ ѿѹѽҁҐѸѻҀ ҄ѹѼҁҐѸѻҀ ҂ѹ҃ҁҐѸѻҀ ѸѼѹ҃ѻҐѸѻѿ ҃ѹҁѻҐѸѻҀ
ҭ2 ѾѹѼѼҐѸѻѾ ѽѹҁ҃ҐѸѻѿ ҀѹѼҀҐѸѻѾ ѼѹѼѾҐѸѻѾ ҀѹҀҁҐѸѻѾ ҂ѹѻѻҐѸѻѿ
ҭ3 ѸҀѹ҃҃ҐѸѻѿ ѽѹѿҁҐѸѻѿ Ѹ҄ѹѾ҃ҐѸѻѿ ѼѹѿѻҐѸѻѾ ѾѹѽѾҐѸѻѿ ҀѹҀѼҐѸѻѿ
  
  
<_]kh[ Ҁ҅ ґҷӀҮҿӀҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҵҹ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҭҰұҺҽҰѷ үӀҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾѹ
ҽҰҾҴҾҿҬҹҮҰ ҬҲҬҴҹҾҿ ӁҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹҾѷ ҮҬҽҽӄҴҹҲ Ҭҹү ҳҬҹүҷҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ӀҹһҽҰүҴҮҿҰү ҰҹӁҴҽҺҹҸҰҹҿѹ ҍӀҿ
ҿҳҰ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҾҳҺӂ ҽҰҷҬҿҴӁҰҷӄ ҾҿҬҭҷҰ ӁҬҷӀҰҾ үӀҽҴҹҲ ҿҳҰ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾѹ ҟҳҰ
ҾҰҷұѸҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ ҸҰҿҳҺү ҾҰҰҸҾ ҿҳҰ ҸҺҾҿ ҾӀҴҿҬҭҷҰ ӂҬӄ ҿҺ ҮҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҰ Һұ ҾӀҮҳ ҮҬҸҰҽҬҾ ӂҳҰҽҰ
һҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҮӄ ҽҰҼӀҴҽҰҸҰҹҿҾ ҬҽҰ үҰҸҬҹүҰүѹ ҟҳҴҾ һҬһҰҽ үҰҸҺҹҾҿҽҬҿҰҾ ҿҳҰ
ҮҺҸһӀҿҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ Ҭҹү һҽҰҾҰҹҿҾ ҿҳҰ ҽҰҾӀҷҿҴҹҲ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ұҺҽ ҿҳҽҰҰ үҴұұҰҽҰҹҿ
ҰһҺҮҳҾѹ ґҽҺҸ Ҭ ҾҰҽҴҰҾ Һұ ұҴҰҷү ҿҰҾҿѷ Ҵҿ ҽҰӁҰҬҷҾ ҿҳҬҿ ҿҳҰҽҰ ҬҽҰ үҴҾҿҴҹҮҿ үҴҾҮҽҰһҬҹҮҴҰҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ
һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰҾ Ҭҹү һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ һҽҴҺҽ ҿҺѷ үӀҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹ
ҿҳҬҿ һҰҬҶҰү ҬҽҺӀҹү ѼѹѽҸҸ ұҺҽ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ үҴҾҿҬҹҮҰѷ ҬҾӂҰҷҷ ҬҾ ҬҽҺӀҹү ѻѹѿҸҸҬҹү ѼѹѾҸҸ
ҬҷҺҹҲ ҿҳҰ ӃѸҬӃҴҾ Ҭҹү ҿҳҰ ӄѸҬӃҴҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ һҽҴҹҮҴһҬҷ һҺҴҹҿ ҮҺҺҽүҴҹҬҿҰҾ ҽҰҾһҰҮҿҴӁҰҷӄѹ





<_]kh[ ҁ҅ җҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ ӁҬҽҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Һұ ҿҳҰ җҰҹҾ ҭҰұҺҽҰѷ үӀҽҴҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҬұҿҰҽ ҿҳҰ ұҷҴҲҳҿ ҸҴҾҾҴҺҹҾ ҽҰҾһҰҮҿҴӁҰҷӄ҅
ҏҰӁҴҬҿҴҺҹҾ Ҵҹ ҷҰҹҾ үҴҾҿҺҽҿҴҺҹ һҬҽҬҸҰҿҰҽҾ ҭҰҿӂҰҰҹ ҿӂҺ ҰһҺҮҳҾѹ
7Yademb[Z][c[dj
ҞһҰҮҴҬҷ ҿҳҬҹҶҾ ҬҽҰ ҬҿҿҽҴҭӀҿҰү ҿҺ ҿҳҰ ҘҴҹҴҾҿҽӄ Һұ ҝҰҾҰҬҽҮҳѷ ҟҰҮҳҹҺҷҺҲӄ Ҭҹү ғҴҲҳҰҽ
ҐүӀҮҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҿҳҰ ҝҰһӀҭҷҴҮ Һұ ҔҹүҺҹҰҾҴҬ ұҺҽ ҾӀһһҺҽҿҴҹҲ Ҭ ҽҰҾҰҬҽҮҳ ҲҽҬҹҿ ҫҫқҰҹҰҷҴҿҴҬҹ ҟҰҽѸ
ҬһҬҹ ҠҹҲҲӀҷҬҹ қҰҽҲӀҽӀҬҹ ҟҴҹҲҲҴ ѳқҟҠқҟѴѲѲѷ ӂҴҿҳ Ҭ ҮҺҹҿҽҬҮҿ ҹӀҸҭҰҽ Һұ ҔҟҙѹѻѾѹѻѾ҂ҁѹѽѾѺ
ҔңѹҝҐҖѺѽѻѼ҄ѹ
H[\[h[dY[i
ҦѼҨ Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴѷ ґѹ ғҬҹүҺҶҺѷ Ҭҹү Ҟѹ Ҟѹ ҞҬҴѹѳѽѻѼ҂ѴѹҙҺӁҰҷ ҴҸҬҲҰ ҸҺҾҬҴҮҶҴҹҲ Һұ ҠҌҡѲҾ
ҴҸҬҲҰҽӄ ӀҾҴҹҲ ҮҺҷҷҴҹҰҬҽҴҿӄ ҮҺҹүҴҿҴҺҹѹ Ҕҹҿѹ ҕѹ ҐҷҰҮҿҽѹ ҎҺҸһӀҿѹ ҐҹҲѹ -ѹ
ҦѽҨ Ҟѹ Ҟѹ ҞҬҴѷ Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴѷ Ҭҹү Ҏѹ Ҍѹ ҝҺҶҳҸҬҹҬѷ ҫҫҒҰҺҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҬҮҮӀҽҬҮӄ ҬҾҾҰҾҾҸҰҹҿҾ Һұ
ҺҽҿҳҺһҳҺҿҺ һҽҺүӀҮҿҴҺҹ ұҽҺҸ ҠҌҡ ҬҰҽҴҬҷ ҴҸҬҲҰҾѷѲѲ Ҵҹ J^[ 'ij ?dj[hdWj_edWb 9ed\[h[dY[
ed=[eZ[io" =[ecWj_Yi" WdZ BWdZ 7Zc_d_ijhWj_ed (&'/ѷ ҌҔқ ҎҺҹұҰҽҰҹҮҰ қҽҺҮҰҰүҴҹҲѷ
ѳҌҮҮҰһҿҰүѴѹ
ҦѾҨ Ҏѹ Ҍѹ ҝҺҶҳҸҬҹҬѷ Ҕѹ Ҍѹ ҒӀҸҰҴүҳҴүҿҬѷ Ҭҹү Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴѷ ҫҫқҺҿҰҹҿҴҬҷ ӀҾҰ Һұ ӀҬӁѸ
ҭҬҾҰү ҸҬһһҴҹҲ ҾӄҾҿҰҸ ҿҺ ҬҮҮҰҷҰҽҬҿҰ ҿҳҰ һҽҺүӀҮҿҴҺҹ Һұ һҬҽҮҰҷ ҭҺӀҹүҬҽӄ ҸҬһ Ҵҹ
ҔҹүҺҹҰҾҴҬѷѲѲ Ҵҹ J^[ 'ij ?dj[hdWj_edWb 9ed\[h[dY[ ed =[eZ[io" =[ecWj_Yi" WdZ BWdZ
7Zc_d_ijhWj_ed (&'/ѷ ҌҔқ ҎҺҹұҰҽҰҹҮҰ қҽҺҮҰҰүҴҹҲѷ ѳҌҮҮҰһҿҰүѴѹ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҃Ѽ
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
ҦѿҨ Ҏѹ Ҍѹ ҝҺҶҳҸҬҹҬѷ Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴѷ Ҭҹү ґѹ ҏѹ ҌҲӀҾҿҴҹҬѷ ҫҫҎҬүҬҾҿҽҬҷ ҾӀҽӁҰӄҾ ӂҴҿҳ ҹҺҹѸ
ҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҮҬҸҰҽҬ ӀҾҴҹҲ ҠҌҡ҅ Ҭ ұҰҬҾҴҭҴҷҴҿӄ ҾҿӀүӄѷѲѲ Ҵҹ J^[ 'ij ?dj[hdWj_edWb 9ed\[h[dY[ ed
=[eZ[io" =[ecWj_Yi" WdZ BWdZ 7Zc_d_ijhWj_ed (&'/ѷ ҌҔқ ҎҺҹұҰҽҰҹҮҰ қҽҺҮҰҰүҴҹҲѷ
ѳҌҮҮҰһҿҰүѴѹ
ҦҀҨ ҟѹ җӀҳҸҬҹҹѷ Ҟѹ ҝҺҭҾҺҹѷ Ҟѹ ҖӄҷҰѷ Ҭҹү Ҕѹ ғҬҽҷҰӄѷ 9bei[ HWd][ F^eje]hWcc[jho0
Fh_dY_fb[i" J[Y^d_gk[i WdZ 7ffb_YWj_edi ѳҢҳҴҿҿҷҰҾ қӀҭҷҴҾҳҴҹҲѷ ҞҮҺҿҷҬҹүѷ ҠҖѷ ѽѻѻҁѴѹ
ҦҁҨ ґѹ ҝҰҸҺҹүҴҹҺ Ҭҹү Ҏѹ ґҽҬҾҰҽѹ ѳѽѻѻҁѴѹ Ҕҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ
ҞҮҴѹ Ѿҁѹ
Ҧ҂Ҩ ҍѹ ҌҷҿҰҹҬ Ҭҹү ҟѹ ҒҺҰүҰҸԭѹѳѽѻѼѿѴѹҔҞқҝҞ Ҍҹҹѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ
ҞҮҴѹ ҔҔѸҀѹ
Ҧ҃Ҩ ғѹ ҤҬҹҬҲҴ Ҭҹү ғѹ ҎҳҴҶҬҿҾӀѹ ѳѽѻѼҀѴѹ Ҕҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ
ҞҮҴѹ NB#*%M+ѹ
Ҧ҄Ҩ ҝѹ ҏѹ ґҴҰҿҰѷ ҫҫҐҷҰҸҰҹҿҾ Һұ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҚһҿҴҮҾѷѲѲ Ҵҹ CWdkWb e\ F^eje]hWcc[jho
,j^ ;Z_j_edѷ ҰүҴҿҰү ҭӄ ҕѹ Ҏѹ ҘҮҒҷҺҹҰ ѳҌҸҰҽҴҮҬҹ ҞҺҮҴҰҿӄ ұҺҽ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽӄ Ҭҹү
ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾҴҹҲѷ ҍҰҿҳҰҾүҬѷ ҘҬҽӄҷҬҹүѷ ѽѻѼѾѴѷ һһѹ ѾҀ҄ѸѸѿҀѻѹ
ҦѼѻҨ ҟѹ Ҍѹ ҎҷҬҽҶҰѷ ңѹ ҢҬҹҲѷ Ҭҹү ҕѹ Ғѹ ґҽӄҰҽѹ ѳѼ҄҄҃Ѵѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҮѹ Ѽҁѷ ѽ҄ѾѸѸѾѼѽѹ
ҦѼѼҨ Ҏѹ ҞѷґҽҬҾҰҽѹ ѳѽѻѼѾѴѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҐҹҲѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҂҄ѷ Ѿ҃ѼѸѸѾ҃҃ѹ
ҦѼѽҨ Ҍѹ ҞҬҸһҬҿҳѷ ҏѹ ҘҺҰѷ Ҭҹү ҕѹ ҎҳҽҴҾҿҺһҳҰҽҾҺҹѹ ѳѽѻѼѽѴѹҔҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ
ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ ҞҮҴѹ 'ѷ ѽҁѼѸѸѽҁҁѹ
ҦѼѾҨ ҏѹ ҘҺҰѷ Ҍѹ ҞҬҸһҬҿҳѷ ҕѹ ҎҳҽҴҾҿҺһҳҰҽҾҺҹѷ Ҭҹү Ҙѹ ҍҰҹҾҺҹѹ ѳѽѻѼѻѴѹ Ҕҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ
қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ).ѷ Ѿ҄ҀѸѸѿѻѻѹ
ҦѼѿҨ ҝѹ җҴѷ Ҏѹ ҟҺҿҳѷ Ҙѹ ҘҺҾҿҬұҬѷ Ҭҹү Ҏѹ ҡѹ ҟҬҺѷ ҫҫқҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҌһһҷҴҮҬҿҴҺҹҾ҅ ҘҺҭҴҷҰ
ҘҬһһҴҹҲѷѲѲ Ҵҹ CWdkWb e\ F^eje]hWcc[jho ,j^ ;Z_j_edѷ ҰүҴҿҰү ҭӄ ҕѹ Ҏѹ ҘҮҒҷҺҹҰ
ѳҌҸҰҽҴҮҬҹ ҞҺҮҴҰҿӄ ұҺҽ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽӄ Ҭҹү ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾҴҹҲѷ ҍҰҿҳҰҾүҬѷ ҘҬҽӄҷҬҹүѷ
ѽѻѼѾѴѷ һһѹ ѼѻҁѻѸѸѼѻ҂ѿѹ
ҦѼҀҨ ҟѹ җӀҳҸҬҹҹѷ Ҏѹ ґҽҬҾҰҽѷ Ҭҹү ғѹѸҒѹ ҘҬҬҾѹѳѽѻѼҁѴѹ ҔҞқҝҞ ҕѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ
ѼѼҀѷ Ѿ҂ѸѸѿҁѹ
ҦѼҁҨ ҕѹ ґѹ ҖҰҹҰұҴҮҶѹ ѳѼ҄҂ѽѴѹқҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҐҹҲѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ Ѿ҃ѷ ѼѼѼ҂ѸѸѼѼѽҁѹ
ҦѼ҂Ҩ ҕѹ Ҙѹ ҌҹүҰҽҾҺҹѹ ѳѼ҄҂ҀѴѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҐҹҲѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ѿѼѷ ѼѾѾ҂ѸѸѼѾѿ҃ѹ
ҦѼ҃Ҩ ҍѹ ҘԭҷӄҶӀҿҴ Ҭҹү Ґѹ ҕѹ ҖҽӀҮҶѷ Ҕҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ ҞҮҴѹ NB##'ѷ
ѽҀѾѸѸѽҀҁ ѳѽѻѼѿѴѹ
ҦѼ҄Ҩ ҕѹ Ғѹ ґҽӄҰҽѷ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҐҹҲѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾҴҹҲ ++ѷ Ѽ҂ҀѼѸѸѼ҂Ҁѿ ѳѼ҄҃҄Ѵѹ
ҦѽѻҨ Ґѹ ғҺҹҶҬӁҬҬҽҬѷ Ҕҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ ҞҮҴѹ )+#8'ѷ ѼҁҁѸѸѼ҂ѽ
ѳѽѻѻѿѴѹ
ҦѽѼҨ Ҏѹ Ҟѹ ґҽҬҾҰҽѷ ҔҞқҝҞ ҕѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ +(ѷ Ѽѿ҄ѸѸѼҀ҄ ѳѼ҄҄҂Ѵѹ
ҏҚҔ ѼѻѹѼ҃ҀѻѽѺҶҰҲѹӁѿҴѾѹҀ҃҃҂ қҬҲҰ Ѿ҃ѽ
 
ҒҐҚҏҐҟҌ ѽѻѼ҄
ҦѽѽҨ Ҏѹ Ҟѹ ґҽҬҾҰҽѷ ҫҫқҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸҰҿҽҴҮ ҎҬҸҰҽҬ ҎҺҸһҺҹҰҹҿ ҎҬҷҴҭҽҬҿҴҺҹ҅ Ҍ ҽҰӁҴҰӂ Һұ
ҌҹҬҷӄҿҴҮҬҷ ҟҰҮҳҹҴҼӀҰѷѲѲ Ҵҹ 9Wb_XhWj_ed WdZ Eh_[djWj_ed e\ 9Wc[hWi _d 9ecfkj[h
L_i_edѷ ҰүҴҿҰү ҭӄ Ҍѹ Ңѹ ҒҽӀҰҹ Ҭҹү ҟѹ Ҟѹ ғӀҬҹҲ ѳҍҰҽҷҴҹ ғҰҴүҰҷҭҰҽҲ҅ ҞһҽҴҹҲҰҽѸҡҰҽҷҬҲѷ
ѽѻѼѻѴѷ һһѹ ҄ѾѸѸѼѽѼѹ
ҦѽѾҨ Ҏѹ Ҟѹ ґҽҬҾҰҽѷ Ҕҹҿѹ ҌҽҮҳѹ қҳҺҿҺҲҽҬҸҸѹ ҝҰҸҺҿҰ ҞҰҹҾѹ ҞһҬҿѹ Ҕҹұѹ ҞҮҴѹ ),ѷ ҄ ѳѽѻѻҀѴѹ
ҦѽѿҨ Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴ Ҭҹү ґѹ ғҬҹүҺҶҺѷ ҫҫҞҴҹҲҷҰ ұҽҬҸҰ ҽҰҾҰҮҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҮҺҸһҬҮҿ үҴҲҴҿҬҷ ҮҬҸҰҽҬҾ
ұҺҽ ҠҌҡ ҴҸҬҲҰҽӄѷѲѲ Ҵҹ :[[f B[Whd_d] >_]^ If[[Z FheY[ii_d] j[Y^debe]_[i WdZ
?ji 7ffb_YWj_ed ed ;b[Yjh_YWb" ;b[Yjhed_Yi" 9ecfkj[h iY_[dY[ WdZ ?d\ehcWj_Yi \eh
>kcWd_joѷ ѿҿҳ ҔҹҿҰҽҹҬҿҴҺҹҬҷ ҎҺҹұҰҽҰҹҮҰ Һҹ ҐҷҰҮҿҽҴҮҬҷ ҐҹҲҴҹҰҰҽҴҹҲѷ ҎҺҸһӀҿҰҽ ҞҮҴҰҹҮҰ
Ҭҹү ҔҹұҺҽҸҬҿҴҮҾ ѳҐҐҎҞҔѴѷ ҰүҴҿҰү ҭӄ Ҙѹ Ҍѹ ҝҴӄҬүҴ Ұҿ Ҭҷѹ ѳҔҐҐҐѷ ҤҺҲӄҬҶҬҽҿҬѷ ѽѻѼ҂Ѵѷ һһѹ
ѿѻ҄ѸѿѼѾѹ
ҦѽҀҨ Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴѷ Ҍҝқҙ ҕѹ ҐҹҲѹ Ҍһһҷѹ ҞҮҴѹ''ѷ Ѿѿѿ҄ѸѸѾѿҀҀ ѳѽѻѼҁѴѹ
ҦѽҁҨ Ҙѹ Ґѹ ҟҵҬҳҵҬүҴ Ҭҹү ґѹ ҏѹ ҌҲӀҾҿҴҹҬѷ ҫҫҞҴҹҲҷҰ ҴҸҬҲҰ ҺҽҴҰҹҿҬҿҴҺҹ Һұ ҠҌҡѲҾ ҴҸҬҲҰҽӄ ӀҾҴҹҲ
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